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A message from the Herd at The Purple
Elephant Project

Welcome to our 5th Edition of The Purple Elephant Newsletter where we
hope to inspire you, reassure you and provide some fun and playful
activities you can share with your child. 

It has been an interesting week as we have started to adjust again to some
of the new guidance around easing lockdown. We hope that you have
enjoyed a little more freedom and made use of some of the lovely weather
we have experienced; perhaps spending time in your gardens, visiting
parks or even just a walk around the block. However you have spent it, we
hope you are keeping well and safe and are managing to try out some of
the activities we have been providing.  

Of course, one of the most talked about potential changes which has been
announced is the possible return to school for some children, and we are
all too aware this has caused a surge of uncertainty and anxiety in many
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parents and carers. This week we are focusing on how we can help those
children who may be returning to school after half term and continue to
hold in mind those families who will not be returning just yet; much of the
advice we have provided can help all children. Our next edition will
consider that �rst day back in school, ideas, support and activities to help
with this transition.   So, stop what you are doing, get that kettle on, and
take a moment for yourself to read some of our top tips.

Keep well, keep safe and keep playful! 

From The Herd! 
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How can I best help my child?

Many parents/carers we are speaking to at The Purple Elephant Project are
feeling confused and uncertain about whether they should follow the
recommendations and prepare to return their child to school. If you are facing
this decision, we hope that the following tips will be useful for you. 
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Pay some attention to yourself! 
 This may surprise you, but this is our top tip! 
 

Children may be in a heightened state of anxiety, becoming more apparent
as they approach school opening. Many of our children are aware of news
reports concerning the virus, the harm it is causing, that we must stay at
home to keep safe, and now whether or not schools are a safe
environment. For many children the world now feels like a very scary place
to be in, and as a result, will be scanning their surroundings to check for
safety - this includes you. Be Alert, as these children are already! Children
are constantly reading their environment and in particular adult's faces.
They will be scanning your face to check your reactions as events unfold. If
you look nervous, unsure or even angry, they will pick up on it. 

It’s going to be more important than ever to give yourself time to get into
the right headspace for the possible start of term. As adults we are aware
that any change or transition can be both a positive and/or negative
experience. Change is uncomfortable and as we approach change, it is the
unknown that can be the most challenging, cause the most stress, raise
questions or result in misconceptions due to incorrect or missing
information. But by thinking things through before the change occurs,
we have the opportunity to gather correct and relevant information,
identify and express emotions, raise questions, even the seemingly trivial
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ones, think through behaviours or possible behaviours and solutions.  It is
our battle plan, our map, our compass to navigate what lies ahead.

Allow yourself time to really acknowledge your own feelings including
anxiety. Think about what worries you the most, sit with those feelings and
let them pass. Equip yourself with the facts and information you need to be
ready for that �rst day, should you decide your children will be attending
school. Make sure you know and understand the procedures such as
where you enter the school, where you will be expected to stand, what the
collection procedures are etc. Make sure you are really clear. If you’re not
sure… ask.

At the same time, increase your own levels of self-
care over the coming week to ensure you calm your
own nervous system. O�er yourself compassion and
increased calming activities to soothe your anxious
body; a soak in the bath, a chat with a friend, sitting
quietly with a co�ee, or just simply applying some
soothing hand cream (much needed after constant
use of antibacterial gels!)

Perhaps try some mindfulness, quiet meditation or curl up for a while and
read a favourite book.   
Now is a time when you can really model a calm response to your children;
demonstrating to them how you are taking care of yourself, preparing
yourself and that you are ready and con�dent for their return to school,
even though you may not be.  
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Stop watching any news when
your children are around.

Children hear far more than we give them credit for, especially when they
are on high alert, and may be picking up on news stories more than ever.
Being mindful of this, try to limit their exposure to news broadcasts. You
could consider catching up once a day, quietly when you are on your own;
preferably not just before you go to sleep! This will help lessen your own
state of alert and ensure your children are not hearing things that could
increase their sense of threat and anxiety. 

The same applies to any conversations you are having with friends or
family on the phone or face to face. Think carefully about what you are
discussing. Perhaps advise your contacts you would prefer not to discuss
the current situation and would rather use the call to focus on positives,
recalling lovely moments you have shared with your children for example,
or things you are looking forward to.

Get your household into a regular
routine
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Many of us have experienced a loss of structure during these times.  It is
tempting to slip into poor sleeping and eating habits perhaps staying in PJ’s
all day, as days seem to have merged together, as have weeks and
weekends. Was anyone else confused that the recent Bank Holiday Monday
was on a Friday?! 

Now is the time however, to ensure you have structure and routine in
place. Slowly reengage your household into a term time routine; as if you
are starting a new school term. Encourage your children to get to bed on
time and wake up at the same time every day. Model the routine to your
children, joining them in getting dressed and having breakfast at the usual
time. Keep any schoolwork within a school day and ensure you de�ne your
weekends as di�erent days to the rest of the week. 
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Be prepared as It will be a challenge. Initially you are likely to feel tired and
tempted to hit the snooze button, but the sooner you can get into this
rhythm, the better. Your child is going to have to work hard on returning to
school, managing their worries and coping with all the changes as the
school will look and feel di�erent. They may not be in groups with their
friends, have their usual teacher or be in their usual classroom.  It will all
feel very alien at �rst. Coping with this is going to take e�ort and being
tired will not help them, you or the teachers who will be doing everything
they can to support them. 

Re-establishing your routines in advance, will really help your child to settle
more quickly. Regular sleep will calm any overactive nervous systems (for
you both) and adding structure will lessen anxiety by helping children feel
more contained. 

You might consider a visual countdown chart to show the day they will
return to school on, this may not work for all children. For older children
this can simply be on a calendar. For a younger child you can talk about the
amount of sleeps left until school return. Again, this will provide structure
and rhythm to your week and help your child with their preparation.

  
Walk the route

Daily exercise will be helping children to calm their overactive nervous
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system and we encourage you to keep this up over the coming week. If you
are in walking distance of your school, perhaps make a point of walking the
school route. Use this as an opportunity to reminisce about the last time
they were in school and any happy memories they have. Think about the
things or people they have missed and focus on what they are looking
forward to on their return. We need to be aware that schools are going to
feel very di�erent, so it is important to manage your child’s expectations.
This would be a good time to re�ect on and prepare for the changes
ahead. 

  
Practice hand washing
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Children will be expected to regularly wash their hands in school. You can
support your child and school by practicing this routine at home. Make
cleanliness a healthy, normal daily habit by focusing on self-care rather than
any anxiety associated with it.

Demonstrate to your child how to wash their hands for 20 seconds, signing
happy birthday or the alphabet song to ensure they are thoroughly clean.
Perhaps you can find another song of similar length or make up your own!
Helping your child to get used to this routine will prepare them for what is
ahead. 
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Hand washing can be a mindful activity and support strategy as your child
becomes more aware of themselves and how they feel. Reflect on how the
water feels. Does the water feel different on the back of the hands to the front?
How does it feel when they put the soap on their hands? What is the difference
when they dry them? As an extra bonus, spend a few minutes giving your child
a hand massage with some hand cream. This will continue the sensory
experience for your child and help them feel a wonderful sense of connection.
Win win all round!

  
Add movement

As already mentioned, we cannot encourage you enough to try and ensure that
you increase physical activity for your child in the week ahead. Not only is
exercise and movement good for physical health, it has huge benefits for
emotional and mental health too. Incorporating it as much as possible in the
lead up to school re-entry will help to improve moods, regulate anxiety and
calm heightened emotions. 

Rhythmical activities are particularly beneficial at calming an overactive
nervous system, so try skipping, bouncing or jumping jacks throughout the day.
Dancing is great and can become a playful activity for you all. Or perhaps you
can challenge your child to the plank exercise?
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Try Tummy Time!

Did you know that simply encouraging your child to lie on their tummies is a
great calming activity? By lying on their front, propped up on elbows, head up;
they will become more aware of themselves through increased sensory
feedback whist providing deep pressure to the entire surface of the body as it is
in contact with the floor. The neck will naturally be in an extension position,
activating the brain stem and regulating the nervous system. Plus, if you get
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down on the floor with them, you will experience a wonderful shared moment
together, building happy memories and increasing connection. 

So, grab their favourite book and hit the floor!

 What if I have one child going to school and
one at home?

This is a very difficult position to be in and will need to
be handled with sensitivity. Acknowledge to your
children that this is a very unusual time. Explain that
schools are working really carefully to open up bit by
bit, and if we all went back at the same time, they would
not be able to keep us all as safe as they want to.

Ask your child to imagine you are pouring from a jug of water into a glass (you
could even demonstrate this if it would help). If you pour it in too quickly and
with too much force, it all spills over the top and makes a real mess. A bit like if
all children went back to school at the same time. However, if you take your
time and pour the water slowly and carefully, it can all be contained - just like
the school are carefully letting the children trickle back in.  

Reassure them the teachers are working closely together and they will know
just the right time when it is ok to let the next trickle of children in. 
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Final Thought....

Closing thought: At the end of the day, you know your child best. What may
work for one child, may not work for the next. Try not to compare yourselves to
other families or be influenced by the divided posts appearing on social media.
Spend some time really thinking about your child and family; and what is going
to work for you as a unit. Nothing is set in stone. You may want to hold back
and see how the school changes are working. Perhaps you want to send your
child back initially and re-evaluate once they have experienced school for
themselves. 

There are no right or wrongs with this. Trust yourself. You’ve got this! 

Weekly Activity
Show your appreciation for each other: 
Time to get crafty. Grab some materials and design
awards for each other to recognise each other's
fabulousness throughout lockdown! Think about the
ways your child has coped; things they have been
helpful with, or overcome, or ways they have grown.
Encourage your child to reciprocate and acknowledge
what you have done for them during this time. Gratitude
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improves self-esteem, relationships and psychological
health...just what we all need right now!  

Links we're loving this week: 
https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/low-mood-during-covid-19

A free online course from the University of Reading covering practical ways

young people can manage their mood and maintain a healthy lifestyle 

Fun Facts!

To keep you smiling, we would like to offer you something a little more light-
hearted so here, for your amusement are some fun facts about something we
are all getting used to.... masks!  

There are many characters that we know who wear masks to help them to be
anonymous. Usually to hide their identity or to keep them safe. But where does
the idea of the mask come from? Through the study of ancient writings and
rock paintings, historians agree that masks may have originated in China as
part of ancient religious ceremonies. Historically masks can be found in the
traditions of the African, Korean, Egyptian, Chinese and Venetian cultures. You
may also have learnt about them from the Aztec culture in school. Sometimes
we see masks used as protection such as in suits of armour or in the arts such
in dancing or masked balls. In Japanese theatre Noh masks are made which
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can convey different emotions with expressions depending on the angle in
which mask is seen or on the light that falls on the mask -without moving parts.
And in Venice, an oval mask worn by women for carnivals called a “Moretta
muta”, has no straps fastening it to the head. Instead, it has a button on the
inner side that is held in the mouth to keep it against the face. 
Although masks may hide the person's real identity, they can be very colourful
and tell us what type of character the mask is hiding such as sad, happy, shy,
lonely, funny etc. 

See if you can name the following characters who are all wearing masks? 
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Answers: Dash, Darth Vader, Zorro, Spiderman, Wonder woman, Lone ranger, Ironman, Blossom, Batman

During Covid 19 sometimes people are wearing masks to help keep them safe,
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so they won’t get sick or they don’t make other people sick.  It is easy to talk
and breathe through a mask, just like holding your hand over your face.  It can
be fun to decorate a mask and to wear one. Just like any part of clothing we
wear, masks have an important role, but they can also be really fun……look at
these animals wearing theirs! 
.
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Have a great and safe week! From The Herd.
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